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Drawing of lots
On Monday the group stage starts at 9 am.
The groups were drawn after the General
Technical Meeting on Sunday afternoon.
Participants of the meeting were allowed to
draw the balls out of the lottery pot.

The American team is unknown to us, but
they can always be strong“. Julika Hoffmann and Lisa-Sophie Kotzan, Germany’s
second women‘s team will play in Group B
against USA 1, France 1 and Latvia 1.

The first German women‘s team Leonie
Klinke and Leonie Körtzinger will play
against Poland 1, Cyprus 1 and USA 2. It
is their first tournament as a team, but
they will also compete together at the U22
European Championship in Latvia. Fabian
Tobias, coach of the German team, considers the group to be demanding but feasible. „The Polish team is always good and
Cyprus has a very good, tall block player.

The German men’s team David and Bennet Poniewaz are in Group A and deal
with the Spanish, Belarusians and Saudi
Arabs. „The Poniewaz twins can be a real
surprise. They use their emotions like no
other team. If they get off to a good start
to the tournament, there‘s a lot in store
for them“, says Tobias in the run-up to
the draw. He is happy with the group. He
expects the Spanish team to be the strongest. Dan John and Eric Stadie, Germany‘s

Outstanding Opening Ceremony
„I wish this event success and the athletes a
wonderful time. I declare the World University Beach Volleyball Championship open,“
said Prof. Dr. Marion Kiechle, Bavarian Minister for Science and Art.

Shortly before, the 29 participating nations
marched into the Center Court of the Beach
Volleyball facility of the Technical University
of Munich (TUM).
„Athletes deserve great recognition and
respect for combining their education with
sport,“ said Kiechle. In her opening statement, the minister stressed the great value

second team, is in a group with Switzerland, the USA and Japan. Fabian Tobias is
particularly curious about the Japanese
style of play.

of cultural exchange and international understanding. „From students for students“,
Dr. Verena Burk, President of the Organising
Committee, described the philosophy of this
year‘s FISU World University Beach Volleyball
Championship. Luciano Cabral, Vice-President of the FISU, addressed his speech specifically to the teams: „Now the championship
is in your hands. I wish everyone good luck“.
Vice President of the TUM, Dr. Hans Pongratz,
said: „The WUBC is one of the most impressive events to mark the 150th anniversary of
the TUM“.
The cultural programme included the traditional Bavarian „Goaßlschnalzer“ as well as a
spectacular performance by TUM‘s „Traumfänger“ acrobats.
Afterwards the Organising Committee invited
the guests to join the champagne reception
at the TUM Beach Volleyball venue.
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Picture Time: Dynamic start of
the WUBC
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Preview: First day of matches

Here we go - The 2018 FISU World University Beach Volleyball Championship (WUBC)
in the Olympic Park starts with the group
stage. 32 male and female teams are competing for the medals.

The Center Court will be opened at 9:00
am by the German twins David & Bennett
Poniewaz against Dhia Ali Alkhawaher & Ali
Hussain Mahfouz from Saudi Arabia. „Double
Shift“ – that is Mondays motto. After the morning session, all teams jump into the sand
again in the evening.

The first games start at Monday, 9:00 am

Preview: Festive reception in
the Munich Town Hall

At 5:40 pm the last games will be started. On
the Center Court, the Australian duo Brittany
Kendall & Olympic athlete Nicole Laird will
play against the Estonian team Heleene Hollas & Liisa Soomets.

The „Morisken Tänzer“ of the TUM will perform a spectacular dance, getting to life the
historical paintings in the Town Hall.

On Monday evening the City of Munich, represented by City Councillor Kathrin Abele,
invites the Head of Delegations of the participating nations to a festive reception in the
Town Hall.

The Town Hall at Marienplatz is known
throughout the world for its carillon. Several
million tourists visit Munich‘s central square
every year. On Monday the invited guests
will meet in the „Ratstrinkstube“ of the neogothic building. They can enjoy the view of
Munich‘s old town as well as the Marienplatz.

The invited guests will be greeted by Prof.
Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Wolfgang A. Herrmann, President of the Technical University of Munich
(TUM). The Chairman of the Board of the German University Sports Federation (adh), Jörg
Förster, and the Vice-President of the International University Sports Federation (FISU),
Luciano Cabral, also speek a greeting.

Start is at 7:00 pm. The end is scheduled for
9:00 pm after a get-together. The dress code
is „cocktail“. With the MVV button on the back
of the accreditation, public transport may be
used. From the team hotels you start at the
subway station „Oberwiesenfeld“. The U3
towards „Fürstenried West“ directly goes to
Marienplatz. It´s only a short walk from there
to the Town Hall.

„Morisken“ Dancers
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Welcome to Munich! All teams
have arrived...

The teams at the Opening Ceremony
We are ready! The delegations of the World
University Beach Volleyball Championship
have arrived in Munich. The teams used the
last day before the start of the group stage
to get used to the venue and prepare for the
competitions starting tomorrow.

Fantastic atmosphere
The 64 teams from a total of 29 nations enjoyed the first day in the sunny Olympic Park in
Munich. In addition to small training sessions,
they familiarised themselves with the terrain.
„It‘s really beautiful here. I‘ve never been to a
place like this before. It‘s so green“, says Slovenian athlete Nika Hrovat with a broad grin
on her face. The Norwegian Katinka Krahn is
also full of praise: „I‘ve been to the beach volleyball venue. It looks really nice. I love the
sand. The conditions are perfect“. The Technical University of Munich built thirteen new
beach volleyball fields next to the BMW World
especially for the WUBC.

Katinka Krahn (Norway)
„It’s gonna be fun!“
„It’s hard to say how we will perform. It’s my
first international competition but compared
to other international competitions I think
student competitions are more sociable. I
hope for some events around the competition“
Adam Wienckowski (USA)
„It’s my first time in Europe. I’m really interested in getting to know Munich.“
Nika Hrovat (Solvenia)
„It’s really beautiful here. I’ve never been to
a place like this before. It’s so green here.“
Hui Hui Eliza Chong (Singapore)
„Everything is so organized. The area is really
good.“
„Our goal is to reach the quaterfinals.“

At a glance

Longest journey
The students from New Zealand had
the longest journey to Munich. The Bavarian capital is 18,459 kilometers from
the island state in the southern Pacific.
On this route one could lay 153,825,000
bavarian white sausages. However, it
takes longer for a Bavarian to eat them
than to travel to Munich by plane. This
will take you at least 1560 minutes.
Enough time to take the U3 from Munich City Hall to the Olympic Park 130
times.
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